THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
FOR YOUR FLEET
IN ONE PLACE
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W

e take a comprehensive approach to
meeting your ﬂeet vehicle requirements.

Our focus is on saving our customers both time and money in
vehicle movements by oﬀering a complete one-stop shop solution.
We can take delivery of your vehicle directly from the manufacturer,
process your order by installing a wide range of components,
through to delivering it directly to your premises, ready to
commence operations.

Our
comprehensive
one-stop
process >>
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Vehicle arrival
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Vehicle livery
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Prior to vehicle delivery we can oﬀer
complete cab and bodywork livery
bespoke to suit our customer
requirements.

Fifth wheel
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From 38 tonne to 65 tonne ﬁfth
wheels, we are able to oﬀer ﬁxed,
sliding, dual, air and low maintenance
ﬁfth wheel installations.

All vehicles undergo a detailed
checking process upon arrival and
any defects are reported directly
to the supplying dealer, avoiding
unnecessary complications when
you take ﬁnal delivery.

Work with us to ensure your vehicles are safe for
operation as well as being legally compliant.

Air kit

Full air management kits including
auto, ﬁxed and adjustable are available
to suit all vehicle makes and models.
Air kits improve the look of the vehicle
as well as enhancing aerodynamics,
therefore reducing fuel consumption.

Having the ability to manoeuvre easily
around the vehicle is crucial for driver
safety and operability.
Our safety walkways help prevent fuel
theft and enable drivers to operate
on a safe working platform.

All parts carry a two year warranty and are manufactured and
installed under the Whole Vehicle Type Approval process.
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Safety Walkway

We oﬀer a complete and comprehensive
product range of safety systems including
audible alarms, optical sensors,
cameras and digital recorders.
These products enhance and support
driver awareness, pedestrian safety,
operator accountability and
site access.

11 WVTA

CNG & LNG
gas station

Cameras and
warning alarms

We are proud to be associated with:

(Whole Vehicle Type Approval)

With operators switching over to
alternative fuel solutions we have
invested in an on-site CNG and LNG
gas station, ensuring all vehicles can
be fully refuelled prior to delivery to
the customer.

All of our products are certiﬁed, this
includes the installation process, giving
our customers peace of mind that their
vehicles are covered to meet Whole
Vehicle Type Approval legislation.

and we are also accredited to:
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Telematics

In conjunction with other Electronic
Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) products,
telematics systems are covered within
SB Components Whole Vehicle Type
Approval accreditation, meaning
customers can arrange their telematics
installs prior to vehicles being delivered to
the registering dealer.
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PDI & Tacho

(Pre-delivery inspection)
As part of our complete one-stop
shop solution, we can undertake tacho
calibrations, in addition oﬀering
the dealer network full accessibility
to complete their own PDIs on
site. Thus saving on additional vehicle
movement costs and reducing the
time from build to registration.

10 Onward delivery
To save additional unnecessary
movements, we can deliver
completed vehicles directly to
either the supplying dealer or
end user, accelerating the process
into operation and saving dealers
administration time.

O

ur ﬂeet division has undergone impressive and exciting
growth, with the number of new conversions now reaching over
one thousand vehicles annually for principal clients such as
Tesco, Asda, John Lewis, DHL, DPD and Royal Mail.
SB Components
Millennium Works
Enterprise Way
Wisbech
PE14 0SB
Tel: 01945 475234
sales@sb-components.com

As a result, we are excited and proud to announce a £3.0M investment
into a new 25,000 square foot, eighteen bay, purpose-built facility.
This signiﬁcant investment will further increase our
capacity and product oﬀering giving us the capability
of working on multiple vehicles at any one time.
With the opening of our new, bespoke centre, it
allows us to meet our customer needs, expanding
on our already diverse range of Whole Vehicle
Type Approval products. The facility provides an
outlet for tacho calibration, customer livery, valeting
service and PDI dealer access to their vehicles for
direct supply to the end customer. The site will also
house both CNG and LNG gas stations to service the
increased number of customers who are now looking
at alternative fuel solutions for their ﬂeet of vehicles.

We have a wide range of
products - we truly are a one-stop
shop, saving time and money for our
ﬂeet customers in vehicle movements
and build times

Priden Engineering
Algores Way
Wisbech
PE13 2TQ
Tel: 01945 588476
sales@priden.co.uk

McPhee Mixers
Eurocentral - Apollo
Dovecote Road
Motherwell
ML1 4GP
Tel: 01698 823422
sales@mcpheemixers.co.uk

TVS Europe
HSM Utrecht
Isotopenweg 4
3542 AS Utrecht
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)30 200 0152
sales@tvseurope.eu

Key:

TVS Companies
TVS Service Centres

